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Brief outline of the ISLM activity: The ISLM project involved the participation of students and teachers of all educational stages (primary and secondary) and it included several activities:

- "The library near you, your library” (RO: ”Biblioteca de lângă tine, biblioteca ta”) - an activity aimed to initiate the 5th grade students in the use of the library.

- "Books that are waiting for you” (RO: ”Cărțile care te așteaptă”) - a visit of the library organized for the 3rd grade students.

- "The book, the most precious accessory” (RO: ”Cartea, cel mai prețios accesoriu”) - exhibition.

- „Bookmark Exchange 2017” – this year, our school has participated for the third time in this project, with 6 teams of secondary school students (5th to 8th grade).

- The methodical day of the school librarians of the county of Maramures, an activity which took place under the theme of “Promoting the library in school and in society”.
